Invitation
International Anti-nuclear
Summer Camp
to the

July 17-23, 2017 in Döbeln (Germany)

http://camp2017.nuclearheritage.net

Activists with the Nuclear Heritage Network, a
worldwide informal platform of antinuclear
activists from many regions, are inviting to an
international antinuclear summer camp in
Döbeln in Saxony 2017. The initiative for this
gathering emanated from the impression that
during the last years we lacked an independent
space for strategical discussions and developing
campaigns.

The summer camp is aiming on preparing new
campaigns and projects, doing actions and
facilitating us to learn new things. It will also be
a space for getting to know each other and to
start new cooperations.

We expect activists, organizers and interested
people from many regions of the world to
participate to exchange experiences and
knowledge, to hold strategical discussions and
wishing to strengthen the networks of groups and
organizations in the antinuclear field.

Particularly, but not solely, we expect
participating campaigners and other committed
people active in these two focus topic fields from
various countries and different atomic facilities.
Our gathering aims at connecting these struggles
and should effectively strengthen related actions
and campaigns.
Besides workshops, lectures and actions as well
as an excursion to the WISMUT mining area will
take place, which once was the third biggest
uranium producer in the world. These days a so
called "cleanup" and "reclamation" is carried out.
Operator and authorities give the impression of
an exemplary clearing up of the radioactive
legacy.

Two focus topics we will paticularly deal with: on
the one hand the extensive processing chain of
the uranium spiral, which virtually covers all
areas of the atomic concern and connects
intiatives as well as topics with each other. On
the second hand we will concern ourselves with
the currently occuring constructions of new
atomic plants and massive lifetime extensions
of nuclear reactors at many spots in Europe and
beyond.

This claim has to be questioned critically as the
WISMUT cleanup is not just expensive, but
scandalous. It is in no way a safe disposal of the
nuclear problem site.

Antinuclear experts as well as organizers and
activists will share their knowledge with you.
Everyone is invited to offer themselves
workshops or presentations they are familiar
with. We hope that many participants will report
about
struggles
against
nuclear
power
respectively the atomic policies in their regions.
This gathering will be a platform to discuss
current issues, upcoming campaigns and actions,
and to support those. It would be wonderful if
you could contribute your own topics to the
camp!

The camp also aims at making it possible for
activists to participate together with their
children. We will also do our best to organize
support in as many languages as possible, based
for instance on (selforganized, nonprofessional)
whisper translations. To put these wishes into
practice we need your help. Get in touch with us
if you can help with preparation of the gathering,
spreading the word or by helping during the very
camp  for instance with translations,
organizational support or specific offers for
participating younger people.
We ask you not to bring pets to the camp.

Contact & registration
We are ready to provide more information!
Please register for participation in best time, if
possible at the latest by July 7th to allow us to
prepare the gathering well.

Nuclear Heritage Network

Additionally we are available at office times (on
Wednesdays at 24 PM CET) via:
Skype: projekthaus.mannsdorf
Jabber/XMPP: network.office  jabber.ccc.de
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Contributions to support the summer camp
please to:
account holder: Greenkids e.V.
IBAN:
DE75 4306 0967 1101 7406 00
BIC:
GENODEM1GLS
bank:
GLS Bank
purpose:
"Summer Camp"

